GROUND HANDLING EQUIPMENT

ZADAR, travanj 2009.
Ground power unit

Made by: GUINAULT

Type: GA 100 V2

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: for towing

Type: -

Engine: Turbo diesel IVECO type 8061 SI 16 at 1846 rpm

Characteristics: 200/115 V - 400 Hz – 100 KVA, 28 DCV – 800-1200-2400 A

Additional Comments: -
Made by: HITZINGER

Type: GPU 120C

Year of production: 1994

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: for towing

Type: -

Engine: CUMMINS 6BTA 5,9

Characteristics: 200/115 V - 400 Hz – 120 KVA, 28 DCV – 600-2000 A

Additional Comments: -

Gas turbine - Air Starters
Made by: **TD E ERMA**

Type: **ACE-600-2180**

Year of production: **1997**

Pieces: **1**

Vehicle: **for towing**

Type: **-**

Engine: **Detroit Diesel 6V92TA**

Characteristics: **42 PSI – 180lb/min**

Additional Comments: **-**
Made by: **GARRETT**

**Type:** RSV-184

**Year of production:** 1981

**Pieces:** 1

**Vehicle:** VOLKSWAGEN

**Type:** ABE B206

**Engine:** Detroit Diesel 6V92TA

**Characteristics:** 51 PSI – 155 lb/min

**Additional Comments:** -
Towing vehicles

Made by: **SOVAM S A**

Type: -

Year of production: **1997**

Pieces: **3**

Vehicle: **SOVAM S A**

Type: **K 22 D**

Engine: **PEUGOT XUD9**

Characteristics: **can tow up 2,2 t**

Additional Comments: -
Made by: **SOVAM S A**

Type: -

Year of production: **1997**

Pieces: **1**

Vehicle: **SOVAM S A**

Type: **K 25 D**

Engine: **PEUGOT XUD9**

Characteristics: **can tow up 2,5 t**

Additional Comments: -
Made by: LEKTRO

Type: -

Year of production: 2008

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: LEKTRO

Type: LEKTRO - AP8850SDA

Engine: 11” DC Drive Motor S/N: ILN 1828-02

Characteristics: can tow 55 t

Additional Comments: for towing the aircraft
Passenger stairs

Made by: SOVAM
Type: SPS 9.19
Year of production: 1997
Pieces: 1
Vehicle: SOVAM
Type: SPS 9.19
Engine: PEUGOT XUD9
Characteristics: **Lifting from 2,4 to 5,8m**
Additional Comments: -
Made by: **SOVAM**

Type: **PST 6.12**

Year of production: **1997**

Pieces: **1**

Vehicle: **for towing**

Type: **-**

Engine: **-**

Characteristics: **Lifting from 1,77 to 3,7 m**

Additional Comments: **-**
Made by: **DAHMS**

Type: -

Year of production: -

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: **for towing**

Type: -

Engine: -

Characteristics: **Lifting from 2,9 to 4,2 m**
Made by: **Salzburg Airport**

Type: -

Year of production: -

Pieces: 2

Vehicle: **for towing**

Type: -

Engine: -

Characteristics: **Lifting from 2,0 to 3,55 m**

Additional Comments:
Conveyor Belts

Made by: **SOVAM SA**
Type: **BP 49**
Year of production: **1997**
Pieces: **1**
Vehicle: **SOVAM SA**
Type: **BP 49**
Engine: **PEUGOT XUD9**

Characteristics: **Height of boarding 1,25 - 4,2 m : weight up to 250kg/m**

Additional Comments: -
Made by: **RICO - TIPS**

Type: -

Year of production: **1985**

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: **IMV**

Type: **2200D**

Engine: **MERCEDES**

Characteristics: **Height of boarding 1,3 -4,3 m : weight up to 220kg/m**

Additional Comments: -
High Lift Loaders for Trailers

Made by: TREPEL
Type: CCL 35/35
Year of production: 2004
Pieces: 1
Vehicle: TREPEL
Type: -
Engine: DEUTZ B/FL 1011F – 40kW and hydraulic engine
Characteristics: height of lifting 0,49 – 3,55 m ; loading capacity 3,5 t
Additional Comments: -
Fork Lift Trucks

Made by: FENWICK LINDE
Type: H20D-02
Year of production: 1997
Pieces: 2
Vehicle: FENWICK LINDE
Type: -
Engine: Perkins - 35kW
Characteristics: Max. carry capacity 2 t; Max. height of lifting 2.95
Additional Comments: -
Made by: FENWICK LINDE

Type: H30D-02

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 2

Vehicle: FENWICK LINDE

Type: -

Engine: Perkins - 35kW

Characteristics: Max. carry capacity 3 t; Max. height of lifting 2,95

Additional Comments: -
Dolly for Luggage

Made by: SIRAGA S.A

Type: RB 502

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 24

Vehicle: for towing

Type: -

Engine: -

Characteristics: Dim 1,5 x 3,0 m, load capacity 2 t

Additional Comments: -
Container Dolly

Made by: **USIMAT - SERMEES**

Type: **PALET DOLLY U 7000**

Year of production: **1997**

Pieces: **2**

Vehicle: **for towing**

Type: **-**

Engine: **-**

Characteristics: **load capacity 7 t**

Additional Comments: **-**
Made by: -
Type: -
Year of production: -
Pieces: 3
Vehicle: for tolling
Type: -
Engine: -
Characteristics: -
Additional Comments: -
Water supply vehicle

Made by: Usimat Sermens
Type: DRINKING WATER DOLLY EP 2000
Year of production: 1997
Pieces: 1
Vehicle: for tolling
Type: -
Engine: -
Characteristics: 2000 l
Additional Comments: -
Toilet service vehicle

Made by: Usimat Sermens

Type: TOILET- EMPTIER DOLLY VT 1000

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: for towing

Type: -

Engine: -

Characteristics: 1000 l for lavatory use and 500 l for water for discharge

Additional Comments: -
Follow me car

Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT CLIO

Type: 557N05

Engine: Renault ; 1870 ccm, 47 KW

Characteristics: -

Additional Comments: -
Made by: **VW**

Type: -

Year of production: **2003**

Pieces: 2

Vehicle: **POLO**

Type: **POLO 1.9 SDI**

Engine: **VW; 1870 ccm, 49 KW**

Characteristics: -

Additional Comments: -
Catering Truck

Made by: ZASTAVA

Type: -

Year of production: 1980

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: ZASTAVA

Type: 635

Engine: FIAT

Characteristics: -

Additional Comments: -
Ambulance

Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT TRAFIC

Type: T1XE05

Engine: Renault ; 2048 ccm , 43 KW

Characteristics:-

Additional Comments: Registered
Made by: **ZIEGLER**

Type:

Year of production: **2008**

Pieces: **1**

Vehicle: **JEPP CHEROKEE 2.8L CRD**

Type: **CHEEROKEE**

Engine: **52 C; 2777 ccm, 130 KW**

Characteristics:

Additional Comments:
Made by: ZIEGLER

Type: FPN 10-8000-1MH

Year of production: 2008

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: MERCEDES

Type: ACTROS 3358

Engine: OM 502 LA; 15 928 ccm, 425 kW

Characteristics: Reservoirs with 9000 l water and 1000 l foam
Pump capacity 10000l/min

Additional Comments:
Made by: **ZIEGLER**

Type: **FLF 60/90-11**

Year of production: **2003**

Pieces: **1**

Vehicle: **MAN**

Type: **FE 27 410**

Engine: **MAN ; 12 000 ccm, 330 kW**

Characteristics: **Reservoirs with 9100 l water and 1240 l foam**  
**Pump capacity 6000l/min**

Additional Comments:
Made by: ROSENBAUER

Type: FLF 9000/1000

Year of production: 1980

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: VOLVO

Type: F 1220 AUTOMATIC

Engine: VOLVO ; 12 000 ccm, 330 KW

Characteristics: Reservoirs with 9000 l water and 1000 l foam
Pump capacity 6000l/min

Additional Comments: Fully repaired in 1998
General Use – Shuttle

Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT

Type: PP.C 180

Engine: Renault; 6174 ccm, 154 KW

Characteristics: 38 seats

Additional Comments: -
Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 2005

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT

Type: MASTER BUPL3H2 P3M7

Engine: Renault ; 2953 ccm, 100 KW

Characteristics: 16 seats

Additional Comments: -
Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 2008

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT

Type: TRAFIC

Engine: Renault; 1995 ccm, 8 KW

Characteristics: 9 seats

Additional Comments: -
General Use vehicle

Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 1999

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT MEGANE CLASSIC

Type: RN 1,4 16V CLIM

Engine: Renault ; 1390 ccm, 70 KW

Characteristics: -

Additional Comments: -
Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 2005

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: LAGUNA

Type: 1.9 DCI

Engine: Renault ; 1870 ccm, 88 KW

Characteristics: -

Additional Comments: -
General Use – PICK UP

Made by: RENAULT

Type: -

Year of production: 1997

Pieces: 1

Vehicle: RENAULT EXPRESS

Type: F40 RPS

Engine: Renault ; 1870 ccm, 47 KW

Characteristics: -

Additional Comments: -